
Last night we had an “Occupy Stonehill”
teach-in at our relatively small, liberal
arts college South of Boston. Over 80
students and a handful of staff and fac-
ulty attended. The conversation was live-
ly and informative and thoughtful and
sincere. In some ways it was a model for

serious scholarship and debate within the context of a com-
passionate and collegial space. It reminded me of the
things I love best about teaching and, in particular, teach-
ing at an institution of higher learning.

It also reminded me of an experience I had during my
first professional teaching gig ever back in 1994. I had been
teaching in a program at Long Island University—
Southampton and the administration had outsourced the
custodial unit claiming to cut costs and improve ‘cleanli-
ness.” Very quickly, however, it became clear that the
administration wanted to bust the union and to deflect crit-
icism of overtly racist labor policies that had denied promo-
tional opportunities for non-white workers. The custodial
unit was the ONLY primarily non-white unit as 14 of 19 jan-
itors were either African American or Native American (the
College was across the street from a Native American
Shinnecock reservation).

Over the next 16 months, custodians organized (along
with students, some faculty and some community activists)
to have the college rehire the custodians directly and get rid
of the management company that had taken the new con-
tract. Eventually, they succeeded in not only forcing the col-
lege to terminate the contract and hire back the custodians
as Southampton College employees (restoring TIAA Cref
benefits, free tuition benefits, etc.) but the movement
resulted in two custodians of color getting promoted; the
custodians themselves organizing to bring in a new more
powerful union affiliation with the TEAMSTERS; students
organizing to pressure administration to offer a course on
activism; and even off campus, protests inspired the local
community’s Ant-Bias Task Force becoming more militant
and demanding changes in local schools and local govern-
ment. As one faculty suggested during a demonstration, the
custodians in particular and the “movement” in general had
become some of the most effective educators on campus
and in the community.

That may have been a nice rhetorical statement and cer-
tainly honored the custodians and their struggle with an
appropriate and symbolic nod. But was it true? During a sit-
in at the provost’s office, the provost defended himself
against student demonstrators explaining how he wasn’t a
racist and felt attacked by people who were calling him a
racist. One student replied that no one she knew had called
the provost himself a racist, but that the group was arguing
the college itself had practiced racism and job segregation
and those policies and practices that resulted in racial dis-
crimination were a form of institutional racism that the
provost had a moral and legal obligation to address—not
support. The Provost was silent.

Topics ranging from local history and politics; social
movement and collective behavior theory; race, ethnicity
and other identity construction; organizational behavior,
labor, and media studies; and on and on were all on the
agenda of a movement that challenged campus and com-
munity power and privilege. Such struggles required a vast
knowledge base and analytical set of tools in which the
experts were those who had been struggling with such
power dynamics and institutional forms of stratification and
inequality for over 30 years. And it was in the struggle to
change some of these dynamics that not only students but
a whole community learned about the history and politics of
race and class in the region. And they also learned some of
the ways to change those dynamics and make a better
world. How many of us can say our classrooms do THAT on
a regular basis?

All this to say that I believe for those of us educators
(and particularly sociologists) the current OCCUPY WALL
STREET and related groups and movements offer a unique
opportunity to teach about the ways in which a sociological
imagination connects the lessons in our classroom to the
world outside our classrooms—even if it’s only as far as the
cafeteria across the quad or the rest rooms down the hall.
In theory, occupy [fill in the blank] is at its very heart a
movement about reclaiming space to rethink basic ques-
tions, motives and intentions to understand the conditions
we live in, how did we get here, and how might we rethink
the future of our surrounding institutions, policies, and
knowledge production to improve all people’s lives as
opposed to benefitting just the few who have the lion’s
share of power. If this be the philosophical message of the
movement, then I would argue we should OCCUPY
Everything!—that would be a kind of sociological imagina-
tion for everyone I think.
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Speaking of the sociological imagination, this issue of
Teaching/Learning Matters includes some wonderful fea-
ture pieces such as Catherine Fobes’ Alma College
Convocation Speech (adapted here). We also have a couple
of pieces connecting classroom to communities: one from
Kristen Kenneavy about her inaugural efforts to develop a
pedagogy for public sociology; and the other from Travis
Jones and his innovative use of social media (twitter) to
subject students everyday experiences to a sociological
lens. We also have some great tips on teaching in an inter-
national setting from Katherine Carter, some resources on
the Scholarship of teaching and Learning [SoTL] from
Kathleen Mckinney and web site resources from our own
webmistress, Lynn Ritchey.

Thanks as always to the new Chair of the Section, Jeffrey
Chin, for his piece and to all the other section leaders and
members who make our jobs so easy. And, of course, many
thanks to Jay Graham who does such an excellent and
graceful job laying out the newsletter and taking care of
tech issues before we hand it over to Lynn and ASA. And
finally, let me thank my co-editors, Kathleen Korgen and
Jonathan White, for their work and vision on this issue and
others. Kathleen will be taking the lead in the next issue
and would like to have contributions by February 15th,
2012. Please contact her with contributions as
KorgenK@wpunj.edu.As always, we welcome your com-
ments, critique, praise, and submissions for future issues.
Now go out there and Occupy Sociology!

Greetings from the 2011-12 chair of
your ASA Section on Teaching and
Learning! I hope this finds you well
and your fall semester off to a good
start.

I am honored to be the chair of
your section and I welcome your
feedback on how we can make the
section useful to you and the best it
can possibly be.

I want to thank Darlaine Gardetto, our past chair, for
working with me on the transition and helping me learn
the ropes. She did a terrific job as 2009-10 chair and it
will be a difficult task to follow in her footsteps.

Thanks also to the session organizers, presenters and
panelists who worked so hard with me and made our
2011 program so successful. To session organizers, pre-
senters and panelists but also those who were in the
audience, if you haven’t already done so, please give us
your feedback. Go to:

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/87BGSSD

Thanks to John Zipp for the stimulating and entertain-
ing presentation as the 2010 Mauksch Award winner and
congratulations to Nancy Greenwood, the 2011 Mauksch
Award winner. We will hear from Nancy in Denver next
August.

Diane Pike ran another successful pre-conference with
41 participants as 12 presenters. Thanks Diane! And
thanks to Melinda Messineo who will run it next year.
Thanks also to Keith Roberts and his work with the folks
at Pine Forge Press who supported the pre-conference.

Thanks to the out-going Council members: Todd
Bernhardt, Kerry Strand, and Diane Taub.

We welcome in-coming Council members: David
Purcell, Rachael Neal and Krisler Bailey.

By the time you read this, the slate of sessions that Liz
Grauerholz, our chair-elect, has developed should be on-
line at the ASA webpage or will be soon. Please look at
the session descriptions and consider submitting your
work. Let’s keep those session organizers busy! And I
hope you will be able to join us in Denver next August.
Remember that our section day will be day 1 this year
(August 17).

News flash: as of 9/30, our section membership was
over 800!!! Nice going! That means we will qualify for
an additional session!

Diane Pike asked me in Las Vegas if I had a vision for
my year as chair. Despite having asked Darlaine that
same question six months before that, I still didn’t have
a good answer. But that prompted me to articulate some
ideas that had been floating around my head and get
moving on some projects that had stalled. Here are some
of those ideas.

1. Collaboration with AKD. As you may know, I
am currently secretary-treasurer of Alpha Kappa
Delta, the international honor society for sociolo-
gy. If your department does not have a chapter,
please contact the staff at my office and they can
help you navigate the process (it is not difficult).
Email them at akd@lemoyne.edu or call 315-445-
5452. If your department does have a chapter, I
hope it is active (one member of your depart-
ment, preferably the chapter rep, should be
active for the current calendar year). Again, my
staff can help you with this. Please let me know
how you think AKD and the section can partner.

I have one partnership to report now. As I
mentioned at the business meeting in Las Vegas,
AKD’s Council approved an initiative that would
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fund up to five attendees of the section’s pre-con-
ference for the next three years. They would be
called AKD Fellows. The program is intended to
provide reimbursement for travel expenses of up
to $1000 to the 2012 pre-conference with prefer-
ence given to junior faculty. They must be AKD
members and currently serving as chapter repre-
sentatives. More details will be available soon on
the AKD website (alphakappadelta.org).

2. Mid-year conference on teaching and learn-
ing. I would like to establish a mid-year confer-
ence on teaching and learning in sociology. We
are in the process of seeking funding and part-
ners (such as the regional sociology associa-
tions). It might be done as a one-day pre-con-
ference similar to what we currently do at the
ASA annual meeting. I would welcome help on
this project, especially if you are well connected
to one of the regional soc associations or you
have had success writing grant proposals.

3. Other? Are there things you would like to see
us do? Send your ideas to any Council member
or directly to me at chin@lemoyne.edu.

If you are interested in getting involved with the sec-
tion, please let me know.

I look forward to working with you this year.

(Final note: this picture was taken when I completed the
requirements for the Ph.D. in sociology from the
University of Michigan. If you do the math, that would
make me about 35 years old today.)

Here are the key dates for submissions. The ASA website
has specific directions for submitting proposals and that info
is available at http://www.asanet.org/AM2012/index.cfm
Please do not hesitate to contact session organizers, how-
ever, if you have questions

October 28th —call for papers will be issued by ASA
December 8th —online submission opens (asanet.org)
January 11th —deadline for all submissions
August 17-20th —Denver Meeting (The Section day is the

first day, August 17)

Session 1 out of 5

Teaching Public Sociology or “What do Sociologists
do?” In a time in which students, parents of students,
politicians, and the general public are demanding more
practical applications from an undergraduate degree, it’s
more important than ever to bring applied and public
sociology into undergraduate sociology classes and pro-
grams. Papers submitted for this panel should investigate
pedagogies that incorporate applied and public elements;
present various techniques and approaches; raise theo-
retical issues or concerns, or offer a historical or analyti-
cal context for public sociology pedagogy. The session will

include time for interaction with the audience on their
questions and experiences in this area.

Session Organizers: Corey Dolgon, Stonehill College,
cdolgon@stonehill.edu; Kathleen Korgen, William
Paterson University, korgenk@wpunj.edu; and Kathy
Stolley, Virginia Wesleyan College, kstolley@vwc.edu.

Session 2 out of 5

Invited Panel: The Core of Sociology: What
Introductory Students Need to Know. A panel of
experts will share their knowledge and lead discussion on
the core of sociology and introductory students. Issues
addressed will include what should be taught and how;
the balance between teaching concepts, skills and ways
of seeing the world; effective teaching methods to
achieve goals; what materials should be used to teach
(text, articles, monographs); should there be a core that
all instructors pass on to introductory students, and other
relevant topics.

Session Organizer: Jeanne Ballantine. Wright State
University, Jeanne.ballantine@wright.edu

Session 3 out of 5

Teaching the Unspeakable. What issues are too sen-
sitive, politically incorrect, or outside constructed socio-
logical boundaries to talk about in our sociology class-
rooms? What conversations and learning does this close
off? This session will expose topics typically silenced or
ignored in our classrooms such as animal-human connec-
tions, spirituality, sexualities, and biological determinants.
It will explore whether and how such issues can be
taught.

Session Organizer: Liz Grauerholz, University of
Central Florida,Elizabeth.grauerholz@ucf.edu.

Session 4 out of 5

Section on Teaching and Learning Roundtables

Session Organizer: Amy E. Traver, City University of
New York - Queensborough, ATraver@qcc.cuny.edu

Session 5 out of 5

Innovative Approaches to Teaching Sociology.
Ideas for enhancing students’ learning and engagement
will be shared. Innovative pedagogical methods, strate-
gies or approaches for any type of sociology course are
welcome.

Session organizer: Michelle Newton-Francis, American
University. mnewtonf@american.edu

Also:

Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology
Invited Session. Hans O Mauksch and Carla B.
Howery Awards and Business Meeting.

Session organizer: Jeffrey Chin, LeMoyne College,
chin@lemoyne.edu.

ASA Sessions for the Section onASA Sessions for the Section on
Teaching and Learning in SociologyTeaching and Learning in Sociology



John F. Schnabel Distinguished Contributions
to Teaching Award 2012

The North Central Sociological Association (NCSA)
Teaching Committee is calling for nominations (and re-
nominations) for the 2012 The John F. Schnabel
Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award. This
award may be given to an individual, a department, a
program, or an institution. Individuals nominated for the
award must be a member of the NCSA. Departments, pro-
grams, or institutions nominated for the award must be
located in the NCSA region. The principal criterion for the
award is excellence in some activity enhancing the teach-
ing of Sociology for the NCSA or within the North Central
region. As such, the "criteria" are intention-ally flexible in
order to accommodate the innovative and creative.

A partial list of the kinds of activities that would be con-
sidered includes:

1. The sharing of pioneering innovations in curriculum
design. Creative classroom activities, and/or develop-
ment of instructional methods.
2. The development of especially creative instructional
materials.
3. A distinguished record of publication and/or research
on or about the teaching of Sociology.
4. A distinguished record of assuring a teaching
emphasis at the NCSA by organizing research session
on teaching, creating displays, chairing panels, con-
ducting teaching workshops, and/or chairing roundta-
bles on some teaching emphasis.
5. Faculty developmental efforts such as systematic in-
service training of teachers or a distinguished record of
preparing graduate students to teach.

When making nominations for the award, nominators are
asked to send as much of the following as possible:

1. A letter of nomination outlining reasons for
the nomination.
2. A vita and/or a listing of activities which have
fostered better teaching of Sociology.
3. Documents supporting the nomination.

The more concrete and specific the information and doc-
umentation, the stronger the nomination will be.
Nominators may want to notify the person the person
being nominated and ask him or her to send appropriate
supporting materials. Anyone who has been a nominator
before is strongly encouraged to re-nominate that indi-
vidual, department, program, or institution.

Deadline for nominations: January 31, 2012

Send nominations or address questions to:

Melinda Messineo
Ball State University
mmessine@bsu.edu

Less than a year into my teaching career,
I had an exchange with one of my col-
leagues that went something like this…

“So, next Fall you’ll be teaching Public
Sociologies”.
“Ummm. Great! What exactly does that
mean?”

I’ve spent the last two years trying hard to answer that
question, and I think I’m starting to make some progress.

“Well…we imagine this as a course where you work on
a community project.”

OK. Community. Good. Except that I had just spent the last
seven years locked in an office with progressions of regres-
sions, not in any way interacting with a community (Super
sociological, right? Michael Burawoy is somewhere mutter-
ing “Told’ya”.) Where was I supposed to find this commu-
nity?

And so I did what most people do when confronted with
problems of this magnitude. I Googled it. Now my sub-
stantive interests generally hover somewhere around gen-
der and sexuality, so I started searching for organizations
that do work in those areas in relatively close proximity to
the college (my brain having immediately wandered to the
seemingly insurmountable logistical nightmare of getting
undergraduates to some off-site location. Transportation!
Liability! POOR ATTENDANCE!)

But, this is the part of the story where things start to
improve. I found the Bergen County YWCA whose mission
is “dedicated to eliminating racism, empowering
women, and promoting peace, justice, freedom,
and dignity for all.” Now THOSE are some folks who
could dig a community project, I thought. So I basically
cold-called the director and said “This is probably going to
sound crazy, but do you have any research needs that my
students and I could help you out with?” She replied, “As
a matter of fact...”, and the rest is, well, not histo-
ry…sociology.

The wonderful staff at the YWCA were in the process of
working with a coalition of Bergen County public entities to
start enacting a state-wide initiative to take a prevention
approach to power-based personal violence (partner vio-
lence, sexual violence, and stalking). To that end, they had
selected a program called Green Dot. Program participants
are instructed in how to identify situations that could lead
to violence and implement bystander intervention strate-
gies. The acts of violence are red dots, and the acts of
intervention are green dots. AND, the director of MY col-
lege’s Women’s Center was a member of the Bergen
County coalition and planning to implement the program
on OUR campus.

Fast forward a bit. This course, which had been such a
source of terror and trepidation, is now my hands-down
favorite course to teach. Pub Soc, as it is affectionately
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known, is primarily designed to teach students evaluation
and evaluation research skills, with some disciplinary
debate thrown in for good measure. We read the text
where 15 eminent sociologists debate public sociology.
There are now a lot more texts to choose from, but I stick
with this one because the students always have a particu-
lar lightbulb moment. After listening to sociology profes-
sors rail against inequality in class after class, they are
always SHOCKED to learn that there is inequality WITHIN
the discipline. And then they usually have a good laugh at
our expense. That’s ok. We deserve it.

The challenge of this course is that it essentially needs
to be re-created every semester. The evaluation project
keeps moving and changing, but every semester I still have
the responsibility of making sure that some demanding
research tasks are available for the students to tackle. So,
in the Fall we usually prepare. The students design the
survey instrument, form focus groups to gather feedback
on the instrument, work on the study design, and submit
the project to the college’s IRB. In the spring, we focus on
gathering the actual data. We have two waves so far (the
first a true baseline, yay!) and will be collecting our third
this spring. We are using as our sampling frame a list of
all courses offered at the college. We select courses ran-
domly and then survey all willing students in that course
(cluster sampling!) about their willingness to intervene in
situations that could lead to violence (vignettes!) I am not
allowed, as per the IRB, to go to the classrooms, so the
students have to administer the survey themselves. They
train in how to do this consistently and ethically. They also
(re)learn how to do data entry in SPSS and run basic analy-
ses so that they have results to share at our end-of-the-
semester presentation. We have surveyed 673 students so
far and our samples line up beautifully with the college’s
overall demographic profile. We will actually be able to
contribute, in the very near future, to understanding why
our students do (or do not) choose to view violence as
something that they are responsible for preventing.

The hands-on nature of the work makes the students
feel part of something, and that they are doing a public
service. They forget to think about the tasks as academic
problems, and just start thinking about them as problems.
Students solve their own problems all the time, and the
Public Sociologies course allows them to make the project
their own problem. It is truly an authentic task (there’s the
jargon).

In addition to performing the research, having the data
also allows us to engage a wider community. For instance,
one of my students’ assignments this fall is to write an
abstract for a poster to submit to the Eastern Sociological
Society’s annual meeting, based on our data. They will
also have to create the poster, and if selected, they will get
to attend the conference. They love this idea. We are also
working with the Women’s Center to design a few events
that will increase students’ awareness of the Green Dot
program. “Kickball game with green balls!” They love this
idea too, and independently observed, “But how do we
work in the data and the bystander skills?”

Seriously…what’s not to love?

Below are several ideas (with a brief explana-
tion and selected references) that come from
SoTL and education work across the disci-
plines. These ideas may prove useful to you
both in teaching sociology as well as in con-
ducting SoTL in sociology.

Ways of Thinking and Practicing (WTP)
Students learn “ways of thinking and practicing charac-
teristic of, and particular to, each of these subject areas.
These ways of thinking and practicing were not confined
to subject knowledge and understanding, but could also
take in subject-specific skills and know-how, an evolving
familiarity with the values and conventions governing
scholarly communication within the relevant disciplinary
and professional community, and even a nascent meta-
understanding of how new knowledge within the field
was generated.”

Hounsell, D. and McCune, V. (2009). “Ways of Thinking
and Practicing in Biology and History: Disciplinary
Aspects of Teaching and Learning Environments.” In
The University and its Disciplines, Ed. Caroline Kreber.
London and New York: Routledge.

McCune, V., and Hounsell, D. (2005). “The Development
of Students’ Ways of Thinking and Practicing in the
Final-year Biology Courses.” Higher Education 49, 255-
289.

Decoding the Disciplines
Decoding the Disciplines is the process of “making explic-
it the kinds of thinking and acting that are required for
success in courses” in the field such that what experts do
can be taught to and practiced by students. The process
often begins by faculty members defining a bottleneck of
learning in one of their classes, “e.g., a place where sig-
nificant numbers of students are unable to understand
basic material, to master specific skills, or to respond pro-
ductively to the emotional demands posed…”

Pace, D., & Middendorf, J. (Eds.) (2004). “Decoding the
disciplines: Helping students learn disciplinary ways of
thinking”. New Directions for Teaching and Learning,
98. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Shopkow, L. (2010). “What ‘Decoding the Disciplines’ has
to offer ‘Threshold Concepts,’” in Threshold Concepts
and Transformational Learning, Eds. Meyer, J. H. F,
Land, R., and Baillie, C. Rotterdam: Sense Publishing.

Threshold Concepts
“A threshold concept can be considered as akin to a por-
tal, opening up a new and previously inaccessible way of
thinking about something. It represents a transformed
way of understanding, or interpreting, or viewing some-
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thing without which the learner cannot progress. As a
consequence of comprehending a threshold concept
there may thus be a transformed internal view of subject
matter, subject landscape, or even world view. This trans-
formation may be sudden or it may be protracted over a
considerable period of time, with the transition to under-
standing proving troublesome. Such a transformed view
or landscape may represent how people ‘think’ in a par-
ticular discipline, or how they perceive, apprehend, or
experience particular phenomena within that discipline
(or more generally).”

Meyer, J.H.F. and Land, R. (2003), “Threshold concepts
and troublesome knowledge: linkages to ways of
thinking and practicing”, In: Rust, C. (ed.), Improving
Student Learning − Theory and Practice Ten Years On.
Oxford: Oxford Centre for Staff and Learning
Development, pp 412−424.

Meyer, J.H.F. and Land, R. (2005), “Threshold concepts
and troublesome knowledge (2): epistemological
considerations and a conceptual framework for
teaching and learning.” Higher Education 49 (3),
373−388.

Meyer, J.H.F. and Land, R. (2006). (eds.), Overcoming
Barriers to Student Understanding: threshold concepts
and troublesome knowledge. London and New York:
Routledge.

Signature Pedagogies
As defined by Shulman, signature pedagogies are “the
types of teaching that organize the fundamental ways in
which future practitioners are educated for their new pro-
fessions.”

Gurung, R. A., Chick, N., and Haynie, A. Eds. (2009).
Exploring Signature Pedagogies: Approaches to
Teaching Habits of Mind. Sterling, VA: Stylus.

Shulman, L. S. (2005). “Signature pedagogies in the
professions.” Daedalus summer, 134:52-59.

Social Psychology and Sociology as used to explain
SoTL or as applied to teaching and learning
Billson, J. M. (1986). “The College Classroom as a Small

Group: Some Implications for Teaching and Learning.”
Teaching Sociology 14:143-151.

Goldsmid, C. A., and Wilson, E. K. (1980). Passing on
Sociology: The Teaching of a Discipline. Belmont, CA:
Wadsworth.

Gurung, R. A. R., and Burns, K. (in press). “The social
psychology of teaching and learning”. In Social
Psychology & Teaching, Hammer, E. Y. and Mashek, D.
Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell.

Halpern, D., and Desrochers, S. (2005, February). Social
psychology in the classroom: Applying what we teach
as we teach it. Journal of Social & Clinical Psychology,
24(1), 51-61.

Rusche, S.E., Macomber, K., and Atkinson, M. P. (Eds.)
(2009). Special Issue on the Sociology of the
Classroom. Teaching Sociology 37(3).

The rapid growth and constant evolution
of Web 2.0 technologies makes utilizing
them in education a topic of utmost impor-
tance. The way that humans communi-
cate and interact with one another is
changing and older paradigms of peda-
gogy will have to adapt to remain effec-
tive. Since its inception in 2006, Twitter

consistently tops the charts of the fastest growing Web
2.0 technologies and its information-centric nature gives it
added relevance to the discussion of education reform.

I initially started using Twitter in my large, Introduction
to Sociology classrooms as a way to stimulate student
involvement and discussion around the concepts from
class. What started as a pedagogical experiment to get
students thinking about sociology outside of the classroom
has ended in what will be a staple in my sociology classes
for a very long time. I had no way to anticipate how help-
ful of a tool twitter would be in stirring up the sociological
imaginations of my students and providing them with a
tool to better critique and understand their world. I start-
ed telling my students that they all lived in worlds that
were unique and different from anyone else’s. No one else
shares their friends, family, places of employment, reli-
gious beliefs, or hobbies and, unless they educate the rest
of us on their unique perspective, we would all be cut off
from people and places that we would never know other-
wise. So after learning about a particular sociological con-
cept in class, I ask my students to look for real-life exam-
ples in the worlds they inhabit outside of class. Before
long, our classroom twitter feed quickly morphed into
something like a qualitative student response system
where students’ thoughts, questions, observations and cri-
tiques of their worlds became the flesh of the theoretical
skeleton laid out in class.

In describing a humanizing pedagogy, Paulo Freire says
that, “the teacher and student, co-intent on reality, are
both Subjects, not only in the task of unveiling that reali-
ty, and thereby coming to know it critically, but in the task
of re-creating that knowledge.” Two things have inspired
me most from my use of twitter in the classroom. The first
is the way in which my students and I have become “co-
intentors” on reality. I am no longer the sole possessor
knowledge, but twitter encourages them to develop their
own voice and thoughts about their community. Secondly,
twitter has made my students more connected and in tune
with the worlds they live in. Because they have twitter and
know their thoughts may be read in class, what used to be
the mundane places and events of life are now fertile
ground for sociological inquiry. Students become more
aware of their environment and are eager to think about
their communities more critically. If you are looking for
new ways to encourage sociological imaginations both in
and outside of the classroom, give twitter a try and watch
your student’s worlds open up to them.
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The Journal for Undergraduate Ethnography

Issue #2 Call for Papers

The Journal for Undergraduate Ethnography (JUE) is a
new online journal for research conducted by undergrad-
uates. We seek to distribute original student-produced
work from a variety of disciplinary areas. Our goal is to
bring readers, especially other undergraduates, insights
into subcultures, rituals, and social institutions. The JUE
encourages current undergraduates or those who have
graduated within the past twelve months to submit origi-
nal ethnographic manuscripts for consideration. Papers
may include research on any topic. We also encourage
faculty to recommend promising student work.

Submissions are welcomed for our next issue. The dead-
line is January 15, 2012. Please check out our website
(undergraduateethnography.org) or our Facebook page
for details. For more information contact Jason Patch at
editor@undergraduateethnography.org.

The internet is a vast resource for soci-
ologists, but finding quality sites is time
consuming. As the section’s webmaster,
I thought it would be useful to highlight
some great internet sites that you might
want to explore.

SOCIOLOGY ORIENTED SITES:

The Society Pages

(http://www.thesocietypages.org) is a comprehensive
site that assists everyone in using her/his sociological
imagination. I really enjoy the Sociological Images page.
A great assignment for students is to read through the
blog and respond sociologically to a post.

This Week in Sociology

(http://www.thisweekinsociology.com) is a site that posts
5-6 weekly articles/videos etc. that will assist you in
bringing current events into sociology. It a great place
for students to comment on blogs and participate with
sociologist across the world!

The Sociological Cinema

(http://www.thesociologicalcinema.com) this site assists
sociology faculty to integrate video clips into the class-
room.

DATA ORIENTED SITES:

Public Agenda Online

(http://www.publicagenda.com) is a great non-partisan
website that presents information on relevant social issues.
It presents the different perspectives for each issue along
with a variety of data on the issues including opinion polls.
Be sure to click on the Issues Guide!

Pew Research Center

(http://people-press.org) is a non-partisan website that
studies public opinion on a variety of topics – politics, media
and public policy.

Population Reference Bureau

(http://www.prb.org) is a great resource for current data on
a variety of topics based on national and international data.
This site offers a variety of lesson plans that may be rele-
vant to your course objectives!

FUN SITES FOR STUDENTS:

Race: The Power of an Illusion

(http://www.pbs.org/race/000_Genera l /000_00-
Home.htm) is a great site to explore the meaning of race.
I especially like the sorting exercise. This requires putting
16 people into the proper racial category. It is tough and
will lead to a lot of interesting conversations about race.

The Political Compass

(http://www.politicalcompass.org) is a great site to assist
your students exploring political labels and where their
beliefs fall on the spectrum. There is a nice quiz that stu-
dents respond to and then based on these places them on
the political spectrum and identifies world leaders who
closely share the same beliefs.

Nielsen MyBest Segments

(http://www.clusterbigip1.claritas.com/MyBestSegmen
ts/Default.jsp) is a internet site developed for marketing
researchers. I like this site because students can enter
their zip code and get a market segment report about their
neighborhoods. Click on YOU ARE WHERE YOU LIVE. I use
this in an assignment on stratification and life chances.

GENERAL TEACHING ISSUES:

Learner-Centered Psychological Principles is a summary of
a report from the American Psychological Association that
discusses internal and external factors impacting learners
and the learning process.

The University of Waterloo offers tips on creating Self-
Directed Learning: Learning Contracts.

Student Assessment of their Learning Gains is a free course
evaluation tool that allows you to get learning-focused feed-
back from students.

If you know of a great website that should be highlighted,
please send the information to lynn.ritchey@uc.edu!
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When I introduce myself as a professor
of sociology, I usually get a wide range
of responses. And, as a sociologist, I like
to observe these responses. On the
street, folks generally smile politely and
say “Oh, that’s interesting” and then try
to get away from me as soon as possible,
perhaps fearing that I will try to recruit

them to a social movement or inculcate them into a
socialist regime! Parents frequently ask, “If my daughter
or son majors in sociology, will she or he be able to get a
job? Or, will my child travel far away from me, say, on to
another continent with the Peace Corps?” Though two of
our graduates are in the Peace Corps—in South Africa and
the Dominican Republic—, and those with a B.A. in soci-
ology work in a variety of fields such as gerontology, pub-
lic relations, administrative support, sales, advocacy,
fundraising, criminal justice, and non-profit and for-profit
management, about two-thirds of our sociology majors
go on to advanced degrees in social work or counseling.
In fact, the master of social work degree is one of the ten
most marketable degrees in the twenty-first century and
though most sociologists are not wealthy (by U.S. stan-
dards) they do enjoy a sustainable living and very high
job satisfaction. But what is this strange creature called
sociology?

Generally we can say that sociology is the study of
society. It is a social science involving the analysis of the
social lives of people, groups, organizations, and soci-
eties. However, there is an entire world of inquiry behind
this general definition. By way of introducing you to that
world, and welcoming you to Alma College, I will address
a key idea called “the sociological imagination,” as I
believe it to be one of sociology’s unique and best contri-
butions to the liberal arts and a well-rounded education.
This afternoon my talk is geared around two key ques-
tions:

1) What is the sociological imagination?
2) How might you develop your sociological
imaginations to help maximize your journey
through Alma College?

What is the sociological imagination?

C. Wright Mills, a professor of sociology at Columbia
University in New York City “forever ago”…in the late
1950s, coined the term “the sociological imagination” as
a reference to “a quality of mind that seems most dra-
matically to promise an understanding of the intimate
realities of ourselves in connection with larger social real-
ities” (Mills 1959:15). The sociological imagination is
the ability to examine others and ourselves within our
everyday lives as a way of understanding the world
around us, our place within it, and how our social context

shapes and re-shapes our social existence. It is about
linking the individual with the larger social context: the
local to the global, the micro to the macro, and the every-
day experiences we go through to the overarching histor-
ical and social systems in which we live. We are very
much like “fish in water”—we are so immersed in our
everyday lives we do not see, let alone analyze, the
“water” surrounding us that is society and that keeps us
alive, shaping our everyday lives and life chances. It was
my interest in demonstrating to you and other college
students how the subject matter of your everyday lives is
shaped by larger societal forces that led me to teach soci-
ology (Quadagno 2011:xv).

For instance let’s look at the connection between our
personal troubles and overarching social issues. Consider
the social issue of aging, a topic that at first blush may
seem to be far removed from you and other college stu-
dents. After all, most of you are not yet worried about
growing old yourselves. In fact, when I taught my first
course in Sociology of Aging in 1999, I wondered, would
anyone sign up? Why might 18-year old students be inter-
ested in aging? Students in that first class, and subse-
quent classes, have taught me why my Sociology of Aging
classes have filled every term that I have taught them
(adapted from Quadagno 2011:xv).

Many students in that first class conducted their
required face-to-face interview with a grandparent to
whom they were close. As much as they cared for a
grandparent, some students also wrote about familial
tensions that arose when a grandmother or grandfather
moved in with their family or a parent had to navigate the
care network of assisted living or nursing homes. I
learned that as members of families, dilemmas faced by
parents and grandparents affected students, too.
Throughout the course, the sociological imagination
helped students see how a personal concern regarding
familial care of a frail grandparent was influenced by pop-
ulation aging and by political decisions about the just dis-
tribution of societal resources as illustrated by contempo-
rary debates about Medicare and Social Security (see
Quadagno 2011:xv).

Another example is break-ups. Break-ups, arguably one
of the most intimate areas of our private lives, are in fact,
linked to shifting social trends in gender relations, geo-
graphic mobility, education, social class, and social net-
works. In fact, just a few weeks ago, I read a New York
Times article on [Pause] “Facebook breakup etiquette.”
In it, the author argued for a face-to-face, rather than
Facebook, breakup. Using the slogan “Face it, do not
Facebook it,” she queried, “Should you delete pictures of
your ex after splitting up? Is it O.K. to ‘unfriend’ your last
girlfriend if you can’t stop looking at her profile? And is it
ever ethically defensible to change your relationship sta-
tus to single without first notifying the person whose
heart you’re crushing?” (Denizet-Lewis 2011) A sociolog-
ical analysis of “Facebook break-up etiquette” advances
the ability to see how a social structure—in this case a
social network Facebook—shapes and re-shapes our per-
sonal biographies via the “relationship status” on an indi-
vidual’s Facebook profile.

An Invitation to the
Sociological Imagination

By Catherine Fobes
Professor of Sociology, Alma College



How to develop your sociological imaginations

Next, whether you study sociology as a major, a minor, or
as part of meeting your general education requirements,
you will be asked to develop your sociological imagina-
tions. HOW might you do this to maximize your journey
through Alma College? I suggest three strategies. First,
identify and question the taken-for-granted social
arrangements in your everyday life. Second, expand your
intellectual horizons. Third, participate in some form of
social change.

First: Identify and question the daily social norms that
govern your behavior. You might ask yourself: Why do I
line up for food at SAGA rather than, say, dance or sing
or play the guitar for my food? What are the seating
arrangements at SAGA? Who sits where, with whom, at
which tables, and why? As testament, after graduating
from college, I was working as an administrator at a med-
ical school in the state of Connecticut when I had what I
now think of as a sociological awakening. I knew I want-
ed to pursue my Ph.D. but I did not know in what field.
One day while walking down the hallway, I asked myself,
“Why, in this medical school, are most of the doctors
white men, all of the receptionists women?” Sociology
helped me find the answers.

Second: Expand your intellectual horizons. This year
take a course on a topic that intrigues you and is a bit
outside of your comfort zone. In my own college experi-
ence, my favorite courses outside of my major were: 1)
an introductory drawing class—in which we used pencils,
charcoal, and pen & ink, and 2) a course in Eastern reli-
gions in which we spent a weekend at a Buddhist
monastery in the foothills of the Pocono mountains in
Pennsylvania. Rising at the crack of dawn, we ate three
vegetarian meals a day, meditated two times daily, and
engaged in manual labor side-by-side with the monks.
These classes expanded my horizons by emphasizing the
visual worlds of art and design, in the first case, and by
modeling a commitment to living by spiritual principles
within a community, in the second case. They helped
deepen my appreciation for the aesthetic and spiritual
dimensions of social existence. No educational knowl-
edge is isolated—use everything you study to reinforce or
challenge what you have previously learned—it is all
related in some way. Be on the lookout for contradictions,
complexities, and connections. Doing so can only
enhance your capabilities.

Third and finally: Participate in some form of social
change. In my fifth year as a professor at Alma College,
Professor Emeritus Margarita Krakusin invited me to pio-
neer Alma College’s first spring term to Peru. Located on
the western coast of South America, Peru has a history of
social and political conflict marked by sharp class, race,
and gender inequalities. Nearly half of the Peruvian pop-
ulation (@ 15 million) lives below the national poverty
line. The infant mortality rate is five times that in the U.S.
and the maternal mortality ratio is 200 percent higher in
Peru. Three times as many women than men are illiterate
(Fobes 2005).

Despite these structural constraints, Peruvian women
have created several grassroots organizations to combat
inequality and effect social change. Together or separate-
ly they fight to improve public health and living condi-
tions, distribute crucial food resources, and pass legisla-
tion against domestic violence. One such neighborhood
program, called “The Glass of Milk,” generally meets daily
to prepare and distribute milk and food from the local
municipal government to poor women and children
(Blondet 1995). In working with this program, students
and I learned that some women devoted an entire day to
travel from rural to urban areas to obtain food items—
such as bread and milk—that many Americans take for
granted. When one leader of the Glass of Milk program
was asked if she recognized that she was risking her life
every day for others, she responded, “Yes, it is worth it.
Every mother has to take home one piece of bread for her
child to eat” (Fobes 2005). This example exemplifies the
sociological principle of giving voice to the forgotten and
unheard (hooks 1994). It also emphasizes the multitude
of “hands on” learning experiences offered to you by
Alma College. You do not have to limit your education to
the classroom—if anything, we expect that you will not!

Conclusion

In closing, I have two final points. First, in my view, the
promise of the sociological imagination, to “critically
understand the complexity of society and reflect on how
society has influenced our ‘personal history’” (Hoop
2009:48), is important not only for its own sake, but
because it is one means to work towards a more just and
equitable society. To move in that direction on the micro-
level, I encourage you, right here and now, to shed what-
ever harmful social roles or stereotypes you may have: 1)
been put in or 2) put yourself in or 3) put others in in high
school. Look at Alma College as a place where you can
leave that behind; it is a fresh start. That was the past.
This is the present. Life is short. The present moment is
all each of has right now.

Second, on the meso- and macro-level I urge you to
heed the call of one of our most renowned sociology
majors, the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. who, in April
1963, wrote from a narrow jail cell in Birmingham,
Alabama, “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice every-
where” (Clayborne 1998:189). No matter what your
major, find a social issue or problem that you care deeply
about and get involved. You can make a real contribution
to society in the 21st century!
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In 2008, I was a newly minted Ph.D.
looking for a job teaching in an under-
graduate institution. I didn’t have
much luck finding a job in the United
States, so I turned my attention over-
seas. Through HigherEdJobs.com, I
discovered that the University of
Kurdistan was looking for faculty for its

Sociology department. I had no idea where Kurdistan
was, and was shocked when I found the answer – Iraq.
Nevertheless, I applied and was eventually offered the
position. Of course my major concern was how would my
students view and treat me in light of the mess my gov-
ernment was making in their country? Would they be dis-
respectful in class? Would they take me seriously?

There are about 30-40 million Kurds in the world, with
a considerable diaspora living in the Middle East, Europe,
and the United States. The Kurds are the largest ethnic
group in the world without their own country. The feder-
al region of Kurdistan is an independent, non-state region
which is located within the four countries of Iraq, Iran,
Turkey, and Syria. Iraqi Kurdistan (in contrast to “Iranian
Kurdistan,” “Turkish Kurdistan,” or “Syrian Kurdistan”) lies
within the federal state of Iraq, and includes three dis-
tricts: Erbil, Sulaimaniya, and Dohok.

The University of Kurdistan is located in Erbil, 200 miles
away from Baghdad. The university was established in
2006 by the former prime minister. When I arrived, 400
undergraduate students and 50 post graduates were pur-
suing their degrees. The 30 faculty came from Europe,
the United States, and Australia. The university was
working to receive accreditation from the UK, so it fol-
lowed a British system of holding lectures and seminars,
double marking of exams, and using external examiners,

When I first landed at the Erbil airport, representatives
from the university greeted me and took me to a spacious
and comfortable apartment with snacks and cold water

already in the refrigerator. The next day, we toured the
university and I was pleased to find that I had my own
office with a computer, printer, and high-speed internet.

Throughout the semester, men came to my class in
suits and women in professional dress. Most of the stu-
dents were majoring in Information Technology or
Political Science and took my Introductory Sociology
course as part of the core curriculum. Sociology was not
their major, but they came to class having read the
required material, eagerly ready to engage in discussion
and debate one another. They asked many questions in
class and consistently completed writing assignments.
How to get student participation was not an issue.
Absenteeism was not an issue. Warm-up activities were
not necessary. They were thirsty for more knowledge and
experience. They were serious students and they proved
to be the most engaged group I had ever taught before.
Throughout my three years there, I began to understand
events in the students’ lives that perhaps led them to be
industrious, reflective, and worldly.

One issue was wasta – the importance of having con-
nections and nepotism. A cartoon in a local newspaper
illustrated a humorous picture of the power of connec-
tions. A young, eager man rushes into a government
office with his fresh master’s degree in hand, hoping for
a job. The manager angrily shouts at the job seeker, “if
we hired everyone who had a master’s degree, what
would we do with all those who don’t have qualifica-
tions?!” The cartoon depicts the commonality and influ-
ence of having connections, as the manager hires his
friends and relatives though they are not qualified.
Students described that connections were essential for
receiving good medical care, landing a job, and getting
residence permits.

Another important issue to female students in particu-
lar was gender inequality and honor killings. Most
Kurdish women are Muslim and they enjoy more freedom
than Arab women in the rest of Iraq. In spite of this,
honor killings have a long history in the region. In 2007,
40 cases were documented in Erbil, Sulaimaniya, and
Dohok. Women are killed by their husbands, brothers, or
cousins. Among reasons given for killings is adultery,
women refusing to marry, or women leaving home in
order to marry a man of their choice, usually from a dif-
ferent religious faith or sect. Students painfully shared
their stories with me about someone they knew who had
been stoned to death or they knew someone who had
participated in a killing.

Another salient part of my student’s personal experi-
ences were recurrent war and particularly genocide at
Halabja. At Halabja, 5,000 Kurds died on March 16, 1988
during Saddam Hussein’s gassing campaign. Thousands
more suffered from injuries, cancers, and birth defects.
The students and I visited cemeteries, historical monu-
ments commiserating the tragedy, and talked to sur-
vivors. Survivors said the air on that day smelled like
apples, which turned out to be the lethal gas. One stu-
dent explained that his father was not able to eat apples
today because it brought back that tragic day.

Reflections On Living and
Teaching in Iraq

By Katherine Carter, currently teaching Sociology and
Gender courses at the University of Kurdistan-Hawler
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Like most professors living and teaching abroad, I was
reminded how important it is to put on my students’
glasses and look at the ways they see the world as a
starting place for instruction. I was reminded to incorpo-
rate my understanding of who the students are and what
is important to them in the insights that I bring to the
class. I have learned to understand the issues that stu-
dents find most salient in order to make them the cen-
terpiece of my classes. My students experienced many
profound events that had molded their view of the world.
Events that I knew little about before coming to Kurdistan
-- honor killings, Halabja, and the implications of having
connections. I bring this lesson with me to the American
college classroom as I assess student’s prior knowledge
and experiences and continue to understand where they
are in order to take them where I want them to be.

Conference Announcement

33rd Annual Meeting of the
Hawaii Sociological Association,
February 18, 2012 (Sat.), Kapiolani
Community College, Honolulu, HI.

Theme: Pacific Intersectionalities: Revisiting
Race, Class, and Gender. Planned plenary

speaker: Dr. Patricia Hill Collins,
Distinguished University Professor of

Sociology at the University of Maryland.
Abstracts (maximum 300 words) are invited

on topics that broadly fit the theme.
Deadline: November 18, 2011.

Pre-registration to begin in early December.
Please contact Fumiko Takasugi at

takasugi@hawaii.edu.
For more information, visit our HSA website:

http://hawaiisoc.org/

Please join us at this year’s Annual
Meeting of the Eastern Sociological

Society, February 23-26, 2012
at the Millenium Broadway Hotel,

New York City

In keeping with this year’s theme
we have organized a mini-conference

on Community Colleges,
“The Storied Lives of Community Colleges”

Our featured panels will include:

“Stories of Opportunity and Constraint
at the Community College”

“Research on Community College Students:
Challenges, Outlooks and Implications for

Social Policy”

“Cultivating “Community” at the
Community College”

“Teaching Across the Divides: Challenges and
Innovations of Community College Teaching”

“ Diverse Experiences, Global Challenges:
Community Colleges Traverse a Changing

Social Landscape”

“Roundtable: Narratives of Learning at the
Community Colleges: The Undergraduate

Perspective”

For those interested in hearing lively,
thoughtful discussions on pedagogical innovations,

the complexities of teaching at community
colleges, research on community colleges, as well
as the experiences of those who learn and teach
at community colleges, please join us at ESS.

If you have any questions,
please contact conference organizers:

Lisa Handler (lhandler@ccp.edu),
Rifat Salam (RSalam@bmcc.cuny.edu)

or Robin Isserles (risserles@gc.cuny.edu)

AnnouncementsAnnouncements
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A Thank You from One of Our Members

The ASA Section of teaching and Learning Sociology, led by the Collaborative Initiatives
committee, co-sponsored two very well-attended and dynamic sessions on teaching
Symbolic Interaction at the 2011 annual meeting of the Society for the Study of

Symbolic Interaction. We originally planned one section but received over 15 submissions
and were granted permission to create two: one on pedagogical reflections and the other

on innovative classroom assignments and lectures. We had veteran teacher-scholars
and emerging interactionists create a vibrant dialogue on teaching SI.

As a member of the ASA's STLS and of the SSSI, I am very grateful to each organization
for this partnership, and I hope that this and similar partnerships will endure.


